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Purpose- The purpose of this paper is to explore if the non-academic 

organizations use case studies, how they use it and why. This study’s hypothesis 
“H” is constructed as following. “ Cases are also used by companies, how, 
why?”. 
 

Methodology- The methods consisting in this paper is qualitative 

secondary research from databases such as DiVa, Emerald and Google Scholar. 
Other secondary research is from research books.  
 
 

Implications/Findings-  The research shows the non-academic 
organizations use of case studies, how they use it and why. Companies tend to 
use a case study in the preliminary process of a project with a real-life context. 
By doing that they can avoid mistakes that other companies already made. 

 

Paper type- Research paper.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Introduction- So how does companies or non-academic organizations use 

case studies and why do they use them? 
Case studies have a large impact of the business in the world. There are many 
advantages with case studies, for example a company seeking for a solution 
similar to their own. They can use the previous ones to develop in solution skills 
and relate them to their own situation. (Greenawalt, 1994). A case study is to 
find answers on questions in a real-life context. It’s information will help the 
reader to solve problems and issues. (UNSW, 2013) 
 
A case study is a valuable tool for not only teaching but also examining 
business related disciplines. It has been a lot of discussion in the academic 
literature about the application of case studies. Case studies can be useful not 
only for teaching but also for research purpose. The study methods helps 
solving different research problems in social sciences. (Strach & Everett, 
2008).Humphrey (2001) and (Roberts, 2003) points out that case studies should 
be used further than just in academic peer groups.  
 
Case studies is no longer limited to universities and academic institutions. They 
can now be used by private and non-academic organizations. It allows the use of 
the case to speak generally about the internal problems, making the employees 
share their opinions anonymously. This will improve the company’s culture and 
is a great way for private companies to use case studies (Soilen & Huber, 2006) 
 
This study will investigate the non-academic organizations use of case studies, 
how they use it and why they use it. It will also describe the positive and 
negative approach of the use of case studies and when it’s proven best to use it.  
 
RQ: Case studies are also used by companies, how, why? 
 
 



Method-To answer my research question, the method will include secondary 
research from databases such as Google Scholar, DiVa and Emerald. 
Other secondary data are from research books. The information from secondary 
sources is when it is not experienced first-hand and someone else created the 
research (University of Illinois Library, 2006).  
 
(Jacobsen, 2002) points out a problem which is that the information collected is 
mainly from other problem formulations, and therefore it’s important to be 
critical of the sources. The main goal of designing a case study is that it gives us 
the facts we are in search of. Lander(1996) means that the advantage of a 
quantitative case study is that it makes analysis easier and therefore it’s also 
easier to form a more valid conclusion.  
 
 

Literature review- A case study is an in-depth study of a single unit with 
an aim to generalize across larger sets of units (Gerring, 2004.)  (Jensen & 
Sandström, 2016) Points out that case studies has existed as long as humans 
have documented stories. Different authors refers to case studies in different 
ways, it can be a strategy, a method or an approach. (Simons, 2009) 
  
According to (Lee, Collier Cullen, 2007), In many management disciplines, 
Case Studies have emerged as an increasingly qualitative approach. They also 
state the case studies allows several levels of higher understanding which helps 
the company or organisation in a entire new way. (Yin, 1984) states that a case 
study is an empirical inquiry and that it’s investigating a contemporary 
phenomenon. It does so within a real-life context.  Flyvbjerg (2006) writes that 
a case study research can develop a “nuanced view on reality”.There are no 
clear evidential boundaries between phenomenon and context. A typical case 
study combine different data collection methods such as interviews, archival 
searches, questionnaires and observation. Qualitative data is the dominating 
source, even though quantitative data often appears. (Eisenhardt, 1989).Case 
studies can work as a problem solving mekansm, which allow the application of 
specific techniques or theories and promote decision-making skills. (Jennings, 
1997) A Case study can offer several alternative solutions to the problem 
(Nelson, 1996). 



(Campbell and Lewis, 1991) reinforces that case studies could have many 
different forms. They may difference in length, from a single page to more than 
40 pages. 
 
 

 

A positive approach of a Case Study- Case studies are widely used because 
they may offer insights that might not be achieved with other approaches. 
According to (Rowley, 2002) Case studies is a useful tool for the preliminary, 
exploratory stage of a research project. It is more structured and can be used as 
a basis for surveys and experiments. Further on Rowley explains case studies 
are useful in providing answers to “How” and “Why” questions, and can be 
used for “exploratory”, “descriptive” and “explanatory” research.  Case studies 
can be useful for specific kinds of investigation. Case studies ability to deal with 
evidence, documents, artifacts, interviews and observations is its unique 
strength. Ellram (1996), a case study research focus on holistic situations in real 
life settings. Also, The number of units studied in a case study is less than for 
example in a survey, but the extent of detail available for each case is greater. If 
you compare the case study with an experiment, the case study researcher tends 
to not have the same control over the variables. (Rowley, 2002). 
 
Case studies offer the opportunity for a holistic view of a process as opposed to 
a reductionist-fragmented view which is often preferred. (Gummesson, 1991). 
The whole of the holistic view can only be understood by treating it as the 
central object of the study. 
 
In a unique way, Case studies contributes to our knowledge of individual, 
organizational, social and political phenomenon. To understand complex social 
phenomena. (Yin, 1984) means that the case study allows us to do an 
investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of a real-life 
event. Instead of assuming the world with simplicity and uniformity, the 
qualitative approach of the case studies picture a world of complexity and 
plurality (Orum, 1991).Case studies are suitable for exploratory, descriptive and 
interpretative research.(Yin, 1993) It’s also suitable for constructing new 
theoretical perspectives. (Ragin, 1997). 



Negative Approach on a Case Study-Some negative insights has been, For 
example: It’s lack of rigor in the collection, construction and analysis of the 
empirical materials that give rise to the study (Hamel,1995). He also claims as a 
point of observation for a social phenomenon, its lacking representativeness. 
The first criticism is linked to the problem of bias, which is introduced by the 
subjectivity of the researcher and that of the field informants on whom the 
researcher relies to get an understanding of the case. What he means with the 
second criticism is that it concerns the view that generalizations cannot be made 
on the basis of case studies.  
 

Since Case studies focuses more on qualitative data than quantitative. 
(Eisenhardt, 1989).(Patton, Applebaum 2003) indicates that a huge gap between 
theory and business reality has been created, following the approach of business 
researchers and economists who favour strictly quantitative measures. They 
claim that the usefulness of the research diminishes, by dealing with brief 
survey questions and large numbers of disconnected respondents, And that the 
flesh and bone of everyday life is removed from the substance of the research 
itself. (Orum, Feagin and Sjoberg, 1991) 
 
 

 

 

Analysis-The major conflict between those who favour a natural science 

approach and those who favour the case study approach, is mainly because the 
two approaches are so different. Both in methods and aims. For example the 
qualitative vs quantitative data. (Yin 1984) is eager to underline that case 
studies can be used in quantitative measures as well. (Kaplan, 1964) means that 
the quantitative data isn’t better than the qualitative data mainly received from 

case studies and that no research technique or measurement should be rejected. 
The focus of the project should choose the research design. This highly involves 
case studies as well. Also, the qualitative approach of case studies allows higher 
levels of understanding and helps the companies to work in entire new ways.  
 



A Case study can be used in the preliminary stages of a process. A company 
that is doing similar measures as another company, can get information and 
knowledge from that company and their previous cases. (Flyvbjerg, 2003) 
They describe a situation to help other companies that are in the same situation, 
but without a clear solution to the problem (Yin, 2003). Yin further on describes 
Case studies and that they provide a more detailed investigation to answer 
“how” and “why” question that is normally necessary. Briefly what Yin says is 
that case studies allows an investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful 
characteristics of real-life events and thus is very useful for companies where 
they can easier prevent doing mistakes previously done by others.  
 
Case studies has in the recent years once again become popular. According to 
(Soilen & Huber, 2006) companies have started to understand the advantage 
they can get from a case study.  
 

 

 

Conclusion-The purpose of this paper was to find out how and why 
non-academic organizations used case studies. The qualitative secondary 
research gave answers to how and why companies use case studies. 
 
For example a company would preferably use a case study in the preliminary 
stages of a process, where they can get answers from other companies which 
has done similar projects.  Case studies have in recent years started to become 
popular again and is well used by companies and non-academic organizations. 
Case studies have been mainly used in qualitative measures but some authors 
indicates that it’s possible to use it in quantitative measures as well.  
 
Why companies would use a case study is mainly because of the empirical 
inquiry and that it’s investigating a contemporary phenomenon. And it does so 
with a real-life context.  
 
Another significant advantage is the case able to speak generally of the internal 
problems where the employers can remain anonymous.  



Either way no research technique or measurement should be rejected, The focus 
of the project should choose the research design. 
 

Implications- According to this study companies use the case studies in the 
preliminary stages of the process to avoid mistakes other companies already 
made. Companies use the case studies with a real-life context.  
 

 
Further studies- Further studies could be done in the area of what sort of 
non-academic organizations who uses case studies and who benefits the most of 
it. Studies should also be done in the academic organizations so see if the 
difference of higher level thinking has an impact of the outcome of a case study.  

1. Case studies used in academic organizations. 
2. Which sort of non-academic organization benefits the most of case 

studies.  
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